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Submission to WBOPDC for LTP from BOP Natural Cemetery 

Intention: the formation of a Trust and establishment of a Natural Cemetery in the BOP.

• Our group seeks your support for a BOP Natural Cemetery, in principle.
• There are an increasing number of people questioning the practices of embalming and

cremation.
• Certified Natural Cemetery sites in NZ:

Makara, Wellington; Fairhall, Marlborough; Awanui, New Plymouth; Otaki, Kapiti,
Claireville, Carterton.

• We request to work with staff to advance the cause and establishment of a Natural
Cemetery.

• We wish to speak in support of this submission at any hearing that may be held.
• For more information: www.naturalcemetery.co.nz and facebook page

BOPNaturalCemetery

Possible solutions:
• Sell the Paengaroa land designated for a cemetery.
• Invest the money for buying a suitable site when decided on.
• Work collaboratively with iwi and other interested cultures.

Submitted by Wendy Palmer
wapalmer0@gmail.com
07 5737112
0211347509
16 Belvedere Street, Te Puke, 3119
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PSGR 
Physicians and Scientists for Global Responsibility 

New Zealand Charitable Trust 

Formerly Physicians and Scientists for Responsible Genetics New Zealand  

PO Box 9446  +64 7 544 5515 

TAURANGA 3112    psgrnzct@gmail.com  

     www.psgr.org.nz 

22 January 2018 

To all New Zealand Councils and Councillors cc District Health Boards and Public Health 

Public Health Services 

Other interested recipients 

Formulating your Long Term Plans 

PSGR is a not-for-profit, non-aligned charitable trust whose members are mainly science, medical and 

machinery-of-government professionals.  Since the Royal Commission on Genetic Modification made 

recommendations “to proceed with caution”, PSGR has maintained a watching brief, in particular on 

scientific developments in genetic engineering (also referred to as genetic modification), as well as 

other public interest issues involving health and environmental safety where we can offer expert 

opinion on lawful and authoritative public policy information.  

Please consider this information and recommendations as a submission by PSGR to your planning 

development and consultation 2018.  PSGR will speak to this submission. 

In forming responsible and effective governance 

The responsibility to ratepayers and the wider community requires informed decision-making, including 

consideration of new information and peer-reviewed science that may challenge perceived wisdom, or 

current policy assumptions.  In many situations an intergenerational perspective is required. 

In this submission regarding your Long Term Plans we ask Council to consider the following issues to 

be addressed: 

 Providing drinking water free of fluoridation;

 Protection against contamination of land and waterways by genetically engineered organisms;

 Urgent reduction of public, crop and animal exposure to glyphosate-based herbicides.
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Appropriate policy and planning responses to these issues are also provided in PSGR’s 

recommendations at the end of each following section. 

1. Drinking water free of added fluoride and associated bio-accumulative, toxic contaminants

We refer you to our letter recently sent to MPs, attached here for your convenience. 

Further to that letter, a paper has just been accepted for publication concerning the cost-benefits of 

water fluoridation.i  Unfortunately, the authors have made seriously flawed assumptions together with 

erroneous statements of fact.  As an example, they claimed that fluoridation has resulted in a 

nationwide 40% reduction in decay and thus by extension, huge cost savings.  This was an 

inappropriate extrapolation from an isolated cohort of deprived children mentioned in the 2009 Sapere 

Report that specifically stated that its findings should not be used to evaluate any fluoride benefits.  

The authors appeared to have ignored another and much more detailed paper. ii   

In that more detailed paper, there are direct quotes from those involved in running fluoridation plants: 

In 2010, amid a budget crisis, the City of Sacramento, CA, instructed all departments to review 

programmes and services.  Mr Marty Hanneman, then Director of the Department of Utilities, wrote in a 

memo to the City Council: 

The City of Sacramento has been fluoridating its water supplies just over 10 years.  Within that 

time, the actual cost of operating and maintaining the fluoridation systems has proven to be 

considerably more than the initial estimate. . . . The fluoridation infrastructure at the E A 

Fairbairn Water Treatment Plant is overdue for replacement and will be very expensive to 

replace . . . Fluoridating water is a very costly and labour intensive process and requires 

constant monitoring of fluoride concentrations to ensure proper dosages. . . . The chemical is 

very corrosive, so all equipment that is used in the fluoridation process has a very short life 

expectancy and needs to be replaced frequently. . . . but also causes frequent and complex 

systems failures. 

This was echoed by Mr René Fonseca of Carroll Boone Water District in Eureka Springs, AR, which 

was required by a 2011 State mandate to begin Community Water Fluoridation (CWF)iii: 

All of our chemical feed systems require regular maintenance which is routine, but fluoride feed 

equipment often requires replacement and more frequent attention. . . . I have toured plants 

and seen in trade publications deteriorating pipes, steel doors and casing, electrical 

components, etc.  There are millions of dollars spent yearly on infrastructure damage caused 

by fluoride in our industry. 

The realities expressed in these two quotes are not the exceptions. 
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A water plant manager in Alberta, Canada, complained that the fumes from the fluoride acid etched the 

glass, paint, and computer screens of the water treatment plant. 

Seven years after CWF began in 2001, Riverton, Utah, spent nearly US$1.2 million for two new 

buildings “to get fluoride out of electrical and pump area.” 

The international evidence is that the installation and long-term maintenance of water fluoridation is 

very expensive on the rate-paying public.  The rationale is highly questionable. 

Recommendation 

PSGR recommends that Council does not fluoridate drinking water on the grounds that it is not lawful 

to put bio-accumulative toxins into people and the environment. 

2. Genetic engineering

We refer Council to our letter recently sent to New Zealand Members of Parliament and copied to 

Councils.  This is attached for your convenience. 

We refer particularly to Councils in Northland, Auckland, Bay of Plenty and Hawkes Bay that have 

worked to protect their ratepayers from the risks of releasing genetically engineered / modified 

organisms into the environment; and the risks to health, horticulture, agriculture and exports.  See 
http://www.wdc.govt.nz/ PlansPoliciesandBylaws /Plans/Genetic-Engineering/Documents/GE-Poll/GE-Poll-Results-WDC.pdf 

Under the new Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017 Councils retain the right to safeguard their 

region.  Councils have responsibilities and powers under the Act that can add another important layer 

of protection. 

Although there is a view among some councils that public policy on matters relating to genetic 

engineering can be safely left to New Zealand’s Environment Protection Authority (EPA) there is 

adequate evidence that shows that EPA’s oversight of these matters is biased to industry interests 

(through being partial and selective) and therefore does not give due weight to public and 

environmental safety issues – and therefore the public interest. 

Therefore, EPA’s claimed policy on genetic engineering matters is arguably inconsistent with the 

purposes and intent of the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996.  Therefore, such  

Deficiency suggests that the EPA’s policy does not have any statutory authority in law – and cannot 

therefore be relied upon by councils in giving effect to their statutory obligations. 
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Recommendations 

On this issue, PSGR recommends that Council gives weight to the findings of the Union of Concerned 

Scientists (UCS) on Food and Agriculture.  On genetic engineering in agriculture the UCS found that 

the risks have been exaggerated, but so have its benefits and that we have better, more cost-effective 

options.  You can find their reports on http://www.ucsusa.org.   

PSGR also recommends that Council draws on the experience of Northland, Auckland, Bay of Plenty 

and Hawkes Bay Councils – i.e. concludes that the risks involved require responsible legislation to 

reflect the precautionary principle on any proposed release of a genetically engineered organism into 

the environment in Council’s area of jurisdiction.  Such a decision on the facts presently available will 

indicate to the public that Council exercises its statutory powers reasonably and in accordance with the 

factual and authoritative information presently available. 

3. Use of glyphosate-based herbicides (GBH) – unconscionable on the facts

Despite New Zealand’s Environmental Protection Authority rejecting a statement by the World Health 

Organisation’s International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), that glyphosate is “possibly 

carcinogenic to humans” (category 2B), there is substantial scientific evidence supporting an IARC 

statement that glyphosate-based herbicides are a risk to the environment and to human health.   

Glyphosate is the active ingredient in the glyphosate-based herbicide Roundup and many other brands 

of GBH herbicides.  Once used, it is pervasive in the environment.  Residues were recently found in 

samples of 45 percent of Europe’s topsoilsiv and in the urine of three quarters of German participants.v  

A previous study by the Heinrich Böll Foundation, in analysing glyphosate residue in urine, concluded 

that 75% of the target group displayed levels that were five times higher than the legal limit for drinking 

water, and one third of the population showed levels between ten and 42 times higher than what is 

normally permissible.  Glyphosate has been detected in breast milk and in honey samples taken from 

sites around the world. 

Although manufacturers and other advocates say there is no certainty of the biological significance in 

the presence of the herbicide in people, this is belied by the latest analysis of cancer risks, 

glyphosate’s action as a registered antibiotic, and findings of its use in agriculture impacting emerging 

problems with bacteria resistant to antibiotics.  See: 

http://www.canterbury.ac.nz/news/2017/new-research-finds-common-herbicides-cause-antibiotic-resistant.html.  

Glyphosate can enter the body through food or drinking water.  It can be inhaled through breathing in 

spray drift.  Foraging animals and pets are equally exposed.  Glyphosate can disrupt human cellular 

structure and function, and contribute to uncontrolled cell proliferation (a cancer-like characteristic).  

The changes brought about in human skin cells by GBH are consistent with the changes that are seen 

in hepatocellular carcinoma, lung cancer, colorectal cancer, and melanoma.  
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Very low concentrations of glyphosate have been found to stimulate unhealthy cell growth, while higher 

concentrations suppressed cell growth.  This indicates that the herbicide is a powerful disrupter of the 

endocrine system.  Such disruptions can therefore potentially disrupt all normal human-body-life-

processes.  The greatest dangers may therefore be found in extremely low concentrations that are 

measured in parts per trillion, rather than in parts per million. 

In one study, glyphosate residue was recorded in 99.6% of 2009 monitored participants.vi  Significant 

values were found in children and adolescents.  This study was the largest of its kind ever carried out. 

Links to additional information on glyphosate 

 Public Health Concern:  Why did the NZ EPA ignore the world authority on cancer?  A report

released by Jodie I Bruning, B.Bus.Agribusiness and Steffan Browning, MP https://www.green

s.org.nz/sites/default/files/NZ%20EPA%20Glyphosate%20and%20Cancer%202017.pdf

 A Monograph on Glyphosate from the Pesticide Action Network Aotearoa New Zealand (PAN)
http://www.pananz.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Glyphosate-monograph.pdf

http://www.psgr.org.nz/glyphosate/viewdownload/10-glyphosate/36-glyphosate-pan-mongraph

 Physicians and Scientists for Global Responsibility New Zealand Charitable Trust - Glyphosate
http://www.psgr.org.nz/glyphosate

http://www.psgr.org.nz/glyphosate/viewdownload/10-glyphosate/16-glyphosate

http://www.psgr.org.nz/glyphosate/viewdownload/10-glyphosate/25-glyphosate-calling-for-a-ban

 The environmental impacts  of glyphosate, Friends of the Earth Europe  https://www.foeeurope.org

/sites/default/files/press_releases/foee_5_environmental_impacts_glyphosate.pdf

Recommendations 

PSGR recommends Council refrains from using glyphosate as an herbicide in all places accessible to 

animals and humans including waterways and where spray drift could pose a risk to people and could 

damage food crops.  Less invasive methods are available. 

We can supply further authoritative information on fluoride, genetic engineering and glyphosate-based 

herbicides if that would be helpful to Council. 

Please consider this information and recommendations as a submission by PSGR to your planning 

development and consultation 2018. 
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Jean Anderson 
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(1985-1993), working on GE onion programme, CHRISTCHURCH 

Michael E Godfrey, MBBS, FACAM, FACNEM, Director, Bay of Plenty Environmental Health Clinic, 

TAURANGA 

Elizabeth Harris, MBChB, Dip Obs, CNZSM., CPCH, CNZFP; DMM, FRNZCGP, General Practitioner, 

KUROW 

Frank Rowson, B.Vet.Med., retired veterinarian, MATAMATA 

Peter R Wills, BSc, PhD, Associate Professor, University of Auckland, AUCKLAND 

Damian Wojcik, BSc, MBChB, Dip.Rel.Studies, Dip.Obst., DCH, FRNZCGP, FIBCMT (USA), FACNEM, 

M Forensic Medicine (Monash), FFCFM (RCPA), General Practitioner, Northland Environmental Health 

Clinic, WHANGAREI     

Jean Anderson, Businesswoman retired, TAURANGA. 

i David Moore1, Matthew Poynton1, Jonathan M. Broadbent and W. Murray Thomson. The costs and benefits of water fluoridation in NZ 

BMC Oral Health (2017) 17:134 DOI 10.1186/s12903-017-0433-y 
ii Lee Ko, Kathleen M. Thiessen. A critique of recent economic evaluations of community water fluoridation. International Journal of 

Occupational and Environmental Health 2015 Vol. 21 No.2 
iii Fonseca, 2012, private communication 
iv http://www.pan-europe.info/sites/pan-europe.info/files/Glyphosate-published.pdf    

v https://www.euractiv.com/section/agriculture-food/news/overwhelming-majority-of-germans-contaminated-by-glyphosate/  
vi https://www.euractiv.com/section/agriculture-food/news/overwhelming-majority-of-germans-contaminated-by-glyphosate/ 
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Dave Hume Swimming Pool Trust

 Request for Increased in Annual Operational Grant

The Trust is facing significant annual increases in its operational costs in staffing and 
chemicals.

Staffing costs

The increases come from:

1. An increase, from 2017/18, in staff hours worked.

This has arisen from a health and safety risk review, which identified times when two staff, 
instead of one, should be on duty. This was not because of number of swimmers but the fact 
that various tasks need to be completed and they left no one watching the swimmers, which 
is the prime task of staff.

This review, adopted by the Trust, will cost approximately $$8,500 gross in wages per full 
open season. 

The accured FTE is 1.9

2. The increases in the adult minimum wage.

The present government has a policy to increase the adult minimum wage (payable from age
16 years) to $20 gross as from 1 April 2021. It currently sits at $15.75/hr and will increase to 
$16.50/hr from 1April 2018. 

In order to maintain current relativity, the Trust also looks to increase the non statutory wages
by the same dollar amount the statutory wages are increased. The approximate cost of this in
2017/18 (from 1 April 2018) is $750 gross. The Trust will absorb the statutory rate increase 
made on 1 April 2018 but not subsequent seasons.

3. The profile of the staff make up.

This has changed from two adults and 5-6 local college students (2014-15: 2015-16) to three 
adults, one university student and 4 local college students.

The reasons for this are;

• It allows each shift to have an adult / university student work along side a college
student. This is a much better arrangement that having two college students working
together, often for 7-8 hours, as it bring maturity, better judgement and more common
sense and a lot better focus on the job of observing swimmers.

• It also allows the manager to share the load of opening the facility and provides a
proper back up to him, in the way of other trained adults.

The approximately cost of this is $3,600 gross a season.

4. Longer open season
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The normal open season of 26 weeks is, since the 2016/17 season, now 28 weeks. 
Previously, the season opened half way through the school term holidays in end of Sept, 
beginning of October. 

Now we open at the start of these school holidays so the pools are available to children right 
through the two week holiday.

The Trust extended the end of the season for one week but only for the 6-9am lane 
swimming / walking, Aquafit (two sessions a week) and Masters Swimming Club (3 evenings 
and Sunday mornings). Staff are made available only for the lane swimming and Aquafit 
sessions. 

The approximate increase in staff costs is $3,500 a season. The Trust will absorb other 
associated costs, such as chemicals and electricity.

Estimated financial impact of the above.

Note that 2017/18 is an estimate of a full normal years wages (the actual open season will 
only be 18 weeks due to the painting of the pools being weather delayed until end of 
November) and incorporates all the changes noted above.

Chemicals

Pool filtration system upgrade

The main pool filtration system was upgraded, at a cost of approximately $25,000, in 2017.

The upgrade now uses very high quality diatomaceous earth (DE) imported from the USA - it 
previous used the same material but it was not of the same quality.

The systems also now uses about 1900 kgs of DE a year, as against about 250-300 kgs a 
year.

The cost increase is about $1800 net a year (GST excluded).

Admission price increases

The Trust has increases admission prices over the last two seasons, as shown in the table 
below.

Year Diff yr to yr
2015/16 $63,365
2016/17 $67,008 $3,643
2017/18 $83,358 $16,350
2018/19 $86,076 $2,718
2019/20 $91,134 $5,058
2020/21 $96,193 $5,058
2021/22 $101,471 $5,278

Est full yr 
gross wages
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As part of these, it also standardised the discount rate on all 10 and 20 swim concession 
tickets to 10% (previously they ranged from 12 to 33%).

The Trust does not believe there is room for any further significant rises in the medium term 
without it negatively impacting on the accessibility to the facility for children and seniors, 
especially.

Even with the price increases, the Trust technically had a small deficit for 2016/17, although 
this was due to a $4000 over charge by Trustpower. The Trust tries to operate on a small 
operational surplus, which it needs to fund the winterisation programme and start up costs for
the following season.

Summary:
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23

H&S Risk assessment - 
wages (implemented 
2017/18)

$8500 $0 $0 $0 $0

Increase in minimum wage to 
non statutory rates (starting 1 
April 2018) (Trust to absorb 
increase in statutory rate 
made on 1 April 2018)

$750+$2700 $5,100 $5,100 $5,300 $0

Change in staff profile (extra 
adult+ university student)

$3,600 $0 $0 $0 $0

Extra 2 weeks open season 
(wages only – Trust to absorb
chemical and electricity costs)

$3500 $0 $0 $0 $0

Chemical costs (DE) $1,800 $0 $0 $0 $0
Annual increase in grant 
sought

$20,850 $5,100 $5,100 $5,300

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

Senior $3.00 $3.20 $3.50 16.67%
Adult $4.00 $4.20 $4.50 12.50%
Child $2.50 $2.60 $3.00 20.00%

Aquafit $3.00 $3.20 $3.50 16.67%
Pre school 1.5 0 $1.50 0.00%
Concession Swims

Senior 10 $20 $22 $26 30.00%
Adult 10 $35 $36 $40 14.29%

20 $60 $65 $80 33.33%
Child 10 $20 $22 $27 35.00%

20 $35 $39 $54 54.29%
Aquafit 10 $25 $27 $32 28.00%

Season ticket
Senior $120 $126 $135 12.50%
Adult $180 $190 $200 11.11%
Child $90 $95 $110 22.22%
Family $300 $320 $340 13.33%
Family mthly $55 $58 $60 9.09%
Group $2 $2 $2 17.65%

% increase 
2015-2018

Single 
casual swim
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Note: the 2018/19 increase includes the potential staff cost increase for a full year, from 
2017/18, which will flow into 2018/19 and incorporates the effect of the changes mentioned 
under “Staffing”.

Council’s 10 year financial plan – proposed annual operation grant (starting from $73,300 in 
2017/18)

Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5 Yr 6 Yr 7 Yr 8 Yr 9 Yr 10
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28
$94,150 $99,250 $104,350 $109,650 $109,650 $109,650 $109,650 $109,650 $109,650 $109,650

Peter Allsop
Facility Manager
19 March 2018.
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Presented to WBOPDC from Dave Hume Pool Trust 

Presented by Barbara Martin and Graeme Thomson 

Thank you to council for the opportunity to present our case. 

Need to look at two time frames today 

Short Term – 2018 to 2023 

2017-2018 season 

Ends this weekend, short season due to pool being painted. 

Pool developments completed based on Watershed Pool Assessment of June 2016. 

Lots of compliments, come and visit: 

Main and Small pool repainted and pool edges redone 

Diving blocks removed 

Pool lighting improved 

Depth markings on the side of main and small pools installed 

Chemical signage on exterior of plant room doors installed 

Main pool filtration tank, water testing and disinfection systems updated for compliance 

Bulk storage tank installed for disinfection chemicals 

New under-seat pool covers installed 

New shade covers erected 

Perimeter Fencing upgraded to improve security 

2018-2019 season  

Request for increased annual Operational Grant - refer notes prepared by Facility Manager Peter Allsop. 

Risk Analysis – need for two staff not one 

Increased Minimum Wage 

Staff Profile – one adult/university student with one college student, most productive mix. 

Minimal operational expenditure. 

Long Term - 2023 and beyond 

The Ten Year Vision requires major capital expenditure. 

The Dave Hume Pool will be 50 years old in 2023. Currently a well maintained, outdoor heated swimming pool 

open for six months of the year. 

The BOP Spaces and Places Reference Report March 2017 identified that the Bay of Plenty Region has a 

shortfall of around four standard pools (8 lane by 25m).  

The Facility Overview also identified that 53% of current aquatic facilities don’t meet current needs and are not 

likely to meet the needs of an aging population. Also 25% have physical conditions that affect use – 

covering/shelter – that prevent maximising the non-peak use of these facilities. 

Under the heading Future Investment, there are plans and proposals for local pools: 

For Dave Hume Pool – $4.5 million has been proposed for “significant general upgrade, additions, landscaping” 

For Te Puke Pool – the same amount has been proposed but for a rebuild in a new location – wouldn’t Te Puke 

be better served by development in city council area Papamoa, Mount. 
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A NEW AQUATIC FACILITY FOR KATIKATI… 

An Aquatic Facility with an indoor heated swimming pool that is open for all 12 months of the year and that 

will meet the projected needs of all segments of the community. 

A facility that is sustainable, multi-use and accessible - physically, visibly, affordable and inclusive.  

Facility Concept Outline  

All Year-round Indoor Aquatic Facility in Katikati to future proof access for 50 years and beyond. 

1. Definition of an Indoor Aquatic Facility for Katikati – a learner’s pool, 25 m pool, spa, sauna, office,

plus rental revenue through a gym, remedial rooms – massage, chiropractor.

2. Situation with current facility:

 Current pool facility built 1973, pool shell has limited life, needing replacement within 10 yrs 

 $350,000 spent in 2017 to bring it up to a reasonable standard  

 Still unsuitable for key swim events; pool fails to meet current code requirements 

 Inadequate access for the community (length of day and length of season) 

 School access creates issues for broader public access! 

 Costs to maintain facilities will escalate with time to ensure future viability 

 Current Board are committed, proactive and innovative 

 Recent survey of pool users endorses an indoor facility with year-round access  

 Pool inadequate for the diverse groups in our community 

 Cannot be cost effectively retrofitted to enable events to be held 

3. Rationale for Aquatic Facility

 enable water safety training throughout the year 

 ensure pool use for all sectors of our community  

 year-round coaching 

 year-round access for swimming squads 

 Contribute to tackling health issues in our community including obesity 

 Special interest and school use  

 Meet the needs increasing aging population 

 Meet needs as expressed by patrons in a recent survey which overwhelmingly endorsed an 

indoor facility 

 Future proof adequate swimming facilities for the region 

 Creating a multi-use facility to cater for a greater sector of our community 

4. Benefits of Aquatic Facility for our community

 Access for various groups to all year-round swimming: including surf life savers, aqua fit, 

masters, schools and special interest groups 

 Access to swimming lessons year-round from babies to seniors 

 Health benefits of swimming for all ages 

 Ensuring community awareness of water safety 

 Increase confidence and self-esteem through fitness programmes – all age groups/segments 

 An aquatic centre denoting excellence in facilities, attracting a diverse cross section of 

aquatic use 

 Increased social interaction while participating in fun/fitness activities 

 Improved health and fitness for all  
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 Would enable year-round swim related events, attracting visitors to the community 

 More secure facility to reduce risk of drowning in the event of a break in 

 One stop training venue will improve fitness for all other sporting groups 

 Ideally located adjacent to sports fields, rugby club rooms and proposed multi-sport facility 

 Run annual multi-sports events for local community but also run in conjunction with Katch 

Katikati to boost tourist numbers to our town 

 Katikati Masters groups caters for people from Waihi to Tauranga as well as local residents 

 Cater to people from Waihi to Omokoroa 

 WBOPDC seen to be supporting our community 

5. Define population base/current user groups

     Projected population growth as supplied by WBOPDC. 

Area 2013 census 2026 

projection 

2036 

projection 

Waihi Beach 2042 2180 2250 

Katikati 4284 5540 6030 

Aongatete 2989 3330 3400 

Tahawai 1801 1850 1850 

Omokoroa 2688 5060 8250 

Waihi - Est 6200 8200 

Total 13804 24160 29980 

6. The Ashburton Experience – refer appendices

Reflected huge changes in pool patronage with that of a full aquatic centre. Figures show

approximately 500% increase in patron numbers. See Appendix 1.

7. Funding/sponsorship etc (access to $500k from WBOPDC)

 Obvious financial commitment from WBOPDC – 50%? 

 Page 49 Spaces and Places Reference Report notes response to questions about proposed 

upgrades: “Dave Hume Pool, Western Bay – approx. $4.5m” 

 Process as defined by Sport BOP – see Appendix 2. 

 Significant fund raising effort from within the greater community 

 This also including business houses through long term sponsorships 

 5 year funding plan to be created and implemented after consultation with Sport BOP. We 

are meeting with Sport BOP in the next 2 weeks 

8. Questionnaire feedback

See Appendix 3. Please note that in response to question 5 there was overwhelming support for an

indoor facility.
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9. What next?

 Endorsed by the swimming community, the DHP Trust would like to request that the

development of an Indoor Aquatic Facility for Katikati be included in the 10 year plan.

 We will meet with Sport BOP in the very near future to share our vision and seek

guidance about the process as defined in the Spaces and Places Reference Report,

March 2017.

 We request that the $500k funding in the LTP is allocated solely towards this project so

that detailed design can be undertaken, updated feasibility report, consents prepared

etc – as without these things, there is insufficient material to satisfy external funding

agencies.

Thank you 

Signed 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Barbara Martin 

Chair of the Dave Hume Pool Trust 
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From: Steven Prescott <Steven.Prescott@adc.govt.nz>  

Sent: Friday, 13 April 2018 8:56 AM 

To: 'graeme.thomson@xtra.co.nz' <graeme.thomson@xtra.co.nz> 

Subject: pool 

Hi Graeme, 

Graeme prior to the new development our swimming was done at the community swimming pool based at the 

college where a certain amount of time was allocated to the school. This had issues as we were not allowed to 

use the pool during given times even if it was not being used. The end result was that people did not bother to 

come to the facility as they did not know when they would be able to swim. 

Since we opened the new facility in May of 2015 the results have been nothing short of amazing, at the old pool 

we had 10 over 80 people swimming we now have approximately 100 + now coming on a regular basis. When 

we were at the community pool we had approximately 95,000 people attending on an annual basis. With the 

new facility we have put through 480,000 this includes the gym and stadium.  

The facility has a 25x25 main pool and we have had a number of high profile meets here as our pool is one of 

the few pools in NZ that meet the FINA regulations with timing equipment and all other requirements.  

Our population has 32,000 for the whole district and the town of Ashburton has approximately 16,000. The 

average visits per head of population for swimming pools is between 5.5 and 6 per year, we currently are doing 

12 visits per head of population approximately.  

Some in summary if you build the right facility they will come and  if you provide the right kind of activities 

they we keep coming as has been proven by our aquacise programme we currently have 22 classes per week and 

on average 20 to 25 people in each class. This activity has become a very social as once they finish their class 

they all go to the café for coffee and a chat this group are in the age range of 55 to 80  

Steve 

If you need more let me know 

Steven Prescott  |  Sports Facility Manager 

DDI 03 3077864  M 0278362711  

APPENDIX 1
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Full Facility Investment Decision Making Process 

Facility Concept Outline

(Prepared by proponent/s)

Stakeholders

(Predominantly Level 1

criteria considered)
Stop

Amend Concept

Outline

Preliminary Feasibility

Assessment
Stop Not Feasible

Detailed Feasibility

Assessment

Optimise

Concept

Not Feasible

Not Supported 

by Key

Implementers

Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU)

Not Supported 

by Key

Implementers

Stakeholders

(Level 1 & 2 criteria

considered in greater detail)

Detailed Business Case Not Feasible

Negotiate Partner & Funding

Agreement/s

Detailed Design & 

Procurement

Proceed

Not Supported 

by Key

Implementers

Proceed

Proceed

Not Supported 

by Key

Implementers

Stakeholders

(Level 1 & 2 criteria

considered)

Proceed

Stop

Proceed
Optimise

Concept

Stop

Stop

Stop

Stop

Proceed

Optimise

Concept

Stakeholders

(Level 1 & 2 criteria 

considered in greater detail)

Proceed

Proceed

Proceed

Not Supported 

by Key

Implementers

Stop

Note:

Stakeholders may include the likes of Local Authorities, Sport Bay of Plenty, Department of Conservation,
Community Funders, SNZ, RSO, NSO, Schools, and MOE. 

Option to

Advance MOU
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Dave Hume Pool – Customer Survey February 2018

97 responses as at mid day on Monday 12 Feb

Question 1: How would you rate the service you receive from the staff at the pools?

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

63 29 4 1

Question 2: How would you rate the overall cleanliness and tidiness at the pool?

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

51 39 3 1

Question 3: How would you rate the value for money the pool offers?

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

41 39 14 3

Question 4: What, if any, further improvements would you like to see at the pool?

56 RESPONSES (below)
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Respondents comments Facility Manager’s comments

The water temperature needs to be a bit higher at times. A higher temperature isn’t desired by lane 
swimmers, especially at 6pm

Cover so that it can be used all year
Under cover, so it can be used all year
More showers and toilets even though there is now an 
additional shower. No room in the present space

Covered or inside
Indoor pool for the winter time please
Maybe more equipment for kids to play on or with over school 
holiday holiday times
I would like a pool which can be used year round.
Covered - either this pool or another to allow year round 
swimming.
Can't thank no of any at this stage
All year round swimming and times allotted for KK 
Homeschoolers- a problem that has been for years.
To be completely covered in so it can be used all year round
I reckon it would be cool if we placed a divider in the middle of 
the 33m pool making it 25m Looked at but too costly

All year round
Make the pool inclosed so it can be used over the winter

Extended opening in the evenings til 8 ish for lane swimming?
Masters already use it from 6-8 on three 
evenings and the other two evenings are used 
from 6-7 by surf club and learn to swim

More swimming lanes and marked as fast slow and walk . Not really practical 

More play equipment for kids (floats, noodles etc)
Floats and noodles get damage quickly by kids 
and bits of polyestyrene end up floating around. 
Kids can bring their own

It's a lovely clean pool love be able to use it when I am there on 
holiday
I would like to see the pools transition to being covered and 
heated for all year round use.
I'd like the pool to be open year round. Open air is fine

Bigger lane dividers; open in winter; Not practical as lane ropes have to be placed / 
removed a number of times a day.

A swim lane available throughout the whole day for lane 
swimmers

One or two lanes are nearly always available 
unless the pool gets  really too busy with kids

Continue to maintain it to the current high standard until it is 
feasible to upgrade to an all year round pool.
More covered/shaded areas for spectators. Not feasible. The current shaded areas are 

probably the maximum we could reasonably 
provide. Some patrons like the sun as well.

Covered for winter use. More lane swimming.
Extra ladders to get in and out There is one at each end already
All year use if it is roofed over
none spring to mind
Indoor pool
Should have an indoor pool so people can go swimming all year
round and do swimming lessons
Would like to see the pool made a bit deeper - especially for 
lane swimming.

Not practical with the current pool and increasing
the depth doesn't suit other users, like the 
elderly, walkers and children. The pool has been 
the current depth for almost 50 yrs and suits 
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most users

A slightly longer season would be super! Not feasible due to cost and low patronage at 
either end of current season

Maybe a slide and a bit more deeper
Not practical as there is no where to put a 
permanent slide. See other comment about 
depth

Everything is ok for me.
The improvements made to the female changing room are 
great, but a further improvement would be the provision of a 
centrifuge device to spin water out of wet togs.

Not desirable with such a high number of 
children using the facilities and what wrong with 
hand ringing them.

all year usage - spring, autumn, winter removable coverage
Would like to see the pool open all though out the year for 
squad and masters to train instead of all of us going elsewhere 
Katikati could be benefit from this hugely.
Covered so we can swim all year.
Extend the season to 8 months Sept - April Again, it’s cost and low patronage
A tidy pool inside and out. I will be pleased to have the disability 
parks back as i had a long way to walk on Saturday. So pleased
that aqua fit is back up and running. The yellow mesh for the 
mobility scooters is great but a walking stick may get stuck in 
the little squares. Not a complaint, Just a thought.

A solid surface was thought to potentially be a 
slip problem.

nothing particular

A longer opening season. Aquafit classes not being cancelled 
for other pool users.

Aquafit do pretty well and it’s only one day in 
their season that they’ve had to cancel because 
the Northern Cluster swim sports have had to 
use a Tuesday.in previous seasons. This year 
they have moved to a Wednesday or Thursday.

-Would like to see pool divided so it's a 25 m length pool, similar
to Greerton. -cover over the pool to extend season!
A motorised pool cover would be helpful. Two big covers to pull 
on at the end of masters swimming ..needs 4 people to make it 
comfortable. Needs 2 men at least..so really difficult next to 
impossible if women were left to do it. If we have to put them on 
at least the machine could be out and set-up in advance.

The electric winder is very simple to use and it’s 
what should be used. Masters seem intent on not
using it. Happy to show them again, how to but 
no guarantee those who need to know will be 
there

I would like all round use of all seasons please and covered for 
winter use

Opening times of 11am are too late in the summer. Closing 
between 9-11am week says means that you cannot get kids off 
to school and then go for a swim :( Having a couple of swim 
lanes open all day would allow for consistency of availability for 
swimmers and hopefully more regular swimmers.

During school terms, the availability of public 
swim times is governed by when the schools use
the pool. Where there is at least a 40 minute slot 
for the public, we will be open, provided it also 
doesn’t mean staff having to sit around for hours 
while the schools use the pool in between public 
slots. During school terms, we now don’t 
routinely close from 9-11. The exception was on 
5,7 and 8 Feb this year. We will revert to closing 
9-11am in late March when schools no longer 
use the pool. We do this to save staff costs 
where patronage is very likely to be low over the 
week in this time slot. However, if the board feels
we should be open regardless, then we can.

We encourage you to enclose the pool so it can become an all 
year facility. The current season is too short for our children to 
learn and practice critical swim skills.
Open longer in weekends, would love to swim early morning on 
Saturday, Sunday & public holidays but unable to as pool 
doesn’t open until 11am which is too late

The pool is open from 9am on Saturdays for 
Aquafit (who come in from 8.45am) and then the 
surf club at 10.15am. Saturday morning is the 
only window we have to use the robot cleaner in 
the main pool. It needs at least 4 hrs and is put 
into the pool at 4.30am and taken out at 8.15am, 
so we couldn’t open sooner anyway.
On Sunday, Masters use the pool from 8-10am. 
We open at 11 am for consistency with Saturday 
and public holidays. We could open at 10am on 
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Sunday, if the board so wished.
We don’t open on public holidays until 11am 
simply because of the cost of staff and again for 
consistency of timing.

I believe the pool needs to be covered so that it can be used all 
year round. This is essential for the future of swimming in our 
community. We have a large number of young people who go 
through to Tauranga when the pool is closed for swimming and 
this could stay in our community.
Opened in the mornings over the weekend for lane swimming 
like it is during the week. This would help those that do triathlon 
training and people who commute out of town during the week 
and can only use the facilities in the weekend.
Open all year round
Be great if we could swim all year round. But I understand that 
would be a huge cost.

Have bouncy slide available more often. Pool slightly warmer in 
shoulder seasons (solar heating option?) Have more pool toys 
(tubes, floatie-boards etc)

Use of the bouncy castle is very dependent upon
weather  as per rain and wind (as it uses an 
electric blower). It isn’t used outside of the 
summer holidays as it isn’t really a major 
drawcard to the pool and an extra staff member 
is needed to operate it.

Roof and ramp at main pool.
It would’ve be great to have a roof over the main pool so that 
the pool could be used all year around. I use the AquaFit 
classes for fitness but have no access over the winter months & 
have to travel out of Katikati to keep up classes.

Question 5:  Looking into the future, would you prefer Katikati to have an indoor pool (available all
year round) or an outdoor pool (available for half a year)?

71 RESPONSES

Both would be good, because having it outside in the summer is fantastic, but not having it to use from April 
until October is terrible.
Cover all year round
All year round
Indoor pool would fabulous for everyone to use all year..people want their exercise regime to continue 12 
months. Please please
Yes an indoor pool would be great for the Katikati community
Indoor
Indoor - definitely
Indoor all year round
Indoor pool would be the best
Indoor all year would be wonderful
Definitely an all year round pool as there are no swimming pools open in winter from Thames to Greerton.
Indoor pool of course.
Indoor
Indoor all year round
Love the outdoor pool but in reality an indoor all year round would be much better.
Indoor for all year round please
Outdoor
Indoor pool all year round
Indoor
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A pool available all year round would be awesome! Although the pool is lovely outside in the warm weather - 
isn’t it possible to combine both on the same site?
I would like another, covered in pool in addition to the outside pool which runs during summer. Wide 
catchment area warrants a pool for health and fitness for the whole calendar year.
Yes this would help Katikati as a great place for kids to lean all year around and not just a short time over 
summer .
indoor pool
We would love an indoor pool!
An outdoor pool available for 8 months of the year, ie. Oct to May. The pool closes far too early and could be 
used for another couple of months as generally the weather is still warm enough to swim.
Indoor would be fab
Definitely indoor
Out door pool available all year. Maybe just mornings and evening sessions for the public plus bookings for 
clubs and schools. It's warm enough here with the heated pool :-)
Indoor all year round with an outdoor pool too! Best of both worlds.
Indoor because of the WHOLE year. However even better would be an indoor and and outdoor option at the 
same place so you can still swim outdoor in summer eg. Papakura pools
A year round pool would be great.
All year round (subject to funding being available)
Indoor all year round
Definately an indoor pool so we can swim year round
Covered as more versatile and a great asset all year round.
Half a Year definitely
Yes. All year round use if enclosed
both - love the outdoor pool in summer. Indoor would be nice for winter but would prefer half year to losing the 
outdoor pool
Indoor all year
Indoor pool
Indoor
I would like a deeper pool.hard doing aquatic in shallow water
Indoor for all year round swimming of course although ideally both!
indoor pool
I guess an indoor pool all year round is best
I love swimming in the outdoor pool and much prefer this over having an indoor pool.
as 4 above - maybe roof cover & removable sides?? all yr would be great
Really look forward to having a pool available all year round!
Indoor pool would be prefered but the exsisting pool could be opened all year as well to raise funds for an 
indoor pool.
Indoor all year use. I love swimming outside but would forgo that to have use of the pool all year!
Indoor pool would be prefered but the exsisting pool could be opened all year as well to raise funds for an 
indoor pool.
Indoor all year use. I love swimming outside but would forgo that to have use of the pool all year!
Indoor pool. The community (from Waihi to Omokoroa) has a growing number of children that need to learn to 
swim. Aqua aerobics, swim squads and masters would all benefit from an indoor pool.
Yes I would love to be able to swim all the time
Would definitely utilise a pool ALL YEAR ROUND if available!!
Indoor pool and deeper. One adjusts anyway.
indoor
Indoor pool would be fantastic!
Indoor pool

APPENDIX 3
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Indoor pool with good ventilation all year round.
I'm happy with an outdoor pool.
indoor opoen all year round
Yes. Believe we need to have swimming lessons here too.
Indoor pool
Definitely indoor all year round
Indoor pool all year round.
Most definitely an indoor pool available all year round
Indoor Pool. Yes yes yes!!!
How about trial the outdoor all year round to start with
?? yes I think this is a great idea. However I hope this does not mean ratepayers have to foot this bill. We 
already pay greatly for not a lot.
Indoor pool with large opening doors all along sides so still possible to sit on grass and out in fresh air whilst 
enjoying the pool environment.
Pool available for use all year round.
Indoor

Question 6: Any general comments?

41 RESPONSES
There should always be at least a lane or two open to the public at all times.
Improvements are great but would use all year if it had a cover like thames
The current pool is not deep enough for effective acqa exercise. Really hard to work the legs.
Not many pools around, so let's get this one put indoors pls
It seems to me that the pools are under utilized even though it is a great facility. It would be great to be able to
come to Aqua Fit all year round.
A couple more lanes for when surf club use the pool
We all love our swimming and it is a great value to have a indoor pool in Katikati. Many kids who needs 
training has to travel to Tauranga at this point..
I've only been in Katikati for a couple of months and my grandies have lived the pools often when visiting..
The WBOP is in need of a pool which can be used year round. One which can be used for swimming 
carnivals, 25 metres and deep enough for starting blocks. The population of the area will continue to grow and
a new pool will be used by many groups and ages.
Ive been going to the Dave Hume pool since 1978 and now my 5 children have been and are still going, but 
the schools over the last so many years have grown and multiplied and so have monopolized it.
Great staff
Our family appreciate the improvements made recently to the pool, modernised and fresh. Thank you
I think any indoor pool should be built on the same site as the present pool
Love the new ablution facilities. Way overdue and very much appreciated.
Use the facilities when we are there on holiday and it's a beautiful complex
The coating round the outside of the pool is incredibly rough and anyone who slips is doing a lot of damage to
their skin.And their swimwear if you try and get out on the side of the pool!
Thank you for all your hard work :)
Thanks to all the staff.
Excellent facility. Thank you to all the pool staff and committe.
Looks very nice after the repaint of the pool areas
Love new changing room facilities
Pool, facilities, new. Showers etc are good. Would prefer deeper pool.
A very well managed facility, thank you!

APPENDIX 3
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No
Very happy with the service now, thanks
The pool and associated facilities are a great asset to Katikati. Thanks to all those that contribute to its great 
presentation.
Special thanks to the college age staff - they have been amazing with my kids
Keep up the great work.
Love the pools
My family regularly use indoor pools year round as my children are squad swimmers in Tauranga. It would be 
great if the opportunity to swim year round in Kati were available . As an adult, I would also use the pool year 
round. The recent refurb is fantastic and is maintained to a high standard, and makes using the facilities a 
pleasure. Staff are always friendly and helpful.
Nothing to add
Wonderful to have the pool heated and well run in our community. Thank you for your hard work??. Kate runs 
awesome Aquafit sessions which appeal to wide range of ages so it would be so beneficial in lots of ways to 
have an extended season or even better an indoor pool open all year!
Showers now they are in place work well.
another time for lane jogging and lane walking durng the day if possible
As a family it is cheaper to buy concession passes rather than a seasonal pass
We enjoy the improvements made over the winter, it was unfortunately the weather delays (beyond your 
control) delayed opening so late. An indoor pool would fix this!
Great service, great team and great pool which has really helped getting back into the pool again after a 14 
year break. Like to do it all year round though.
Nice place to come and relax with the kids. Friendly staff, clean and tidy. Well done ??
Hours would suit elderly users better if open 6-10 and closed 10-12.
The pool is an integral part of any community & it is good to see it being used to maximum capacity.
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1-lave your say on the future of your District

Western Bay of Plenty District Council
Long Term Plan 2018-2028

FEEDBACK FORM

We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you think about our draft Long Term Plan.
Once you've submitted your feedback we will let you know we've received it.

i Visit www.haveyoursay.westernbay.govt.nz to make a submission online.

:44*1 Otherwise fill out this feedback form and drop it off at one of our offic,y./*45:?0

Pleasenote: Alltheinformation youprovidein yourfeedback form (includthgpersonaldetails) will become public documents

All written feedback must be received by 4pm Friday, 4 May 2018
For photocopying purposes, please write clearly using a black pen.

Name: Mr / U.,4-M=+Miss- a d An bet/f
First name Surname

Organisation (if applicable):

Postal address: g--El„4» 110 63 llc_qf b
rHurrm-FTL-one: Mobile: 0 67 77 -7 1 539

Email: A

Signature: Date: 9 - 4- 1%

1. Proposals for walking and cycling (See page 13)

We want to continue with the good work that's been
achieved so far. We're proposing to increase the funding
provided year on year to build walkways and cycleways,
so that more can be delivered, faster. This will support the
development of the District-wide network.

Option 1 Continue with current programme

Option 2 Increase funding to do more faster

Our preferred option is Option 2 - Increasing funding
to do more, faster. This will enable us to complete
more of the network over the next 10 years.

RECEIVED

1 1 APR 2018
WE:OPDC

2. Proposal for funding the Western Bay Museum (See page 21)

The museum has requested a further grant of $70,000 O jt)ption 1 Provide no support

a year for the next three years. The grant will be used (9 Option 2 Support through District-wide rates
specifically for the role of the museum curator, and for the O Option 3 Support through mixed targeted and District-wide rates
storage costs for the collection.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option

ensures the museum will continue to operate and
ensures our heritage collection is protected.

Privacy Act 1993: This form and the details of your submission will be publicly available as part of the decision-making process.

Submission 00548
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3. Proposal for funding arts and culture (See page 22)
Council has recently adopted a sub-regional Arts and
Culture Strategy. This provides a framework to grow and
support arts and culture in our communities, to bring social,
economic and cultural benefits.

AA

tion 1 Provide no additional funding forthe Arts and Culture
Strategy implementation.

tion 2 Provide additional funding to enable partial

implementation of identified key actions of the strategy
0 Option 3 Provide additional funding to enable full implementation

of identified key actions of the strategy, and increased
support for arts and culture in the Western Bay District

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option enables Creative Bay of Plenty and The Incubator to carry out key actions from the Arts
and Culture Strategy, while also recognising there are other organisations in the Western Bay that Council already supports to deliver
arts and culture projects and events. Council also makes one-off funding contributions to arts and culture projects and events through
its Community Matching Fund.

The current indications are that population growth, and
therefore our revenue from financial contributions, will
continue to be strong. We think we can now reduce the
amount of the contribution we're taking from rates to
fund interest and debt repayments.

However, we also know that growth is volatile and difficult
to predict as there are many factors that inAuence our
rate of growth. An option to manage this is to reduce the
amount of the contribution for year one (2018/19) of the
LTP only, and maintain the $2.5 million contribution for
the following years two to 10.

oa I4. Proposal to change our debt management appr h (See page 34)

Option 1 Continue with current approach of contributing $2.5
million a year from rates to interest and debt repayments

0 - -Option 2 Change the debt manegement approach to contribute

$1 million of rates to interest and debt repayments for

year one (2018/19) of the LTP only, AND continue with
the current approach of contributing $2.5 million a year
from rates to interest and debt repayments from year
two onwards.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - to contribute $1 million from rates to interest and debt repayments, for year one of the LTR
maintaining the contribution at $2.5 million for years two to la We think this is a financially prudent approach, as we can review
the amount of the contribution annually and revise it if we need to depending on our rate of growth.

Please provide any detailed comments, with the appropriatE question number, below. You can attach extra pages if needed.

Please take some time to answer these quick demographic questions
Are you? O Male O Female O Gender Diverse O Prefer not to say

What age group do you belong to? 0 <15 015-24 0 25-34 0 35-44 0 45-54 0 55-64 0 65-74 0 75+ 0 Prefer not to say
Which of the following best describes your ethnicitg (Choose all that apply)? O NZ European O M&ori O Samoan O Tongan
O Chinese O Indian O Prefer not to say O Other - please specify

Which part of the Western Bay do you live in e,g. Maketu, Katikati?

U Y

Submission 00549
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6
Wave your say on the future of your District

Western Bay of Plenty District Council
Long Term Plan 2018-2028

FEEDBACK-FORM

We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you think about our draft Long Term Plan.
Once you've submitted your feedback we will let you know we've received it. Mlllllillililli
Visit www.havegoursay.westernbay.govt.nz to make a submission online.

Otherwise fill out this feedback form and drop it off at one of our offices.

Please note: All the information you provide in your feedback form (including personal details) will become public documents.

All written feedback must be received by 4pm Friday, 4 May 2018
For photocopying purposes, please write clearly using a black pen.

Name: Mr / Mrs / Ms / Miss E cli\» L\O yie (3 9 On
Fi,-st ncime Surname

Organisation (if applicable):

Postal address: 16 PAr,gj. AC,(\Cb k Ai \\< C\- P c
Home phone: s-49':2 r 7 n Mobile: D:2 -7 34 -1 0 R D C;/ S-4
Email: ht,4,€61 9.0/1 Xlvc.1.<r'.N*7

Signature: -IFF€55>_, 0 8 - .- Date. 6  4 |,1©' 1

1. Proposals for walking and cycling (See page 13)

We want to continue with the good work that's been
achieved so far. We're proposing to increase the funding
provided year on year to build walkways and cycleways,
so that more can be delivered, faster. This will support the
development of the District-wide network.

Option 1 Continue with current programme

Option 2 Increase funding to do more faster

Our preferred option is Option 2 - Increasing funding
to do more, faster. This will enable us to complete
more of the network over the next 10 years.

--RECEiVEDr-
1 1 APR 2018

WBOFDCL_.JKEELISarl._-

2. Proposal for funding the Western Bay Museum (See page 21)
The museum has requested a further grant of $70,000 O Option 1 Provide no support
a year for the next three years. The grant will be used C Option 2 Support through District-wide rates
specifically for the role of the museum curator, and for the O Option 3 Support through mixed targeted and District-wide rates
storage costs for the collection.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option
ensures the museum will continue to operate and

ensures our heritage collection is protected.

Privacy Act 7993: This form and the details ofyour submission will be publicly available as part of the decision-making process.

Submission 00650
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3. Proposal for funding arts and culture (See page 22)
Council has recently adopted a sub-regional Arts and
Culture Strategy. This provides a framework to grow and
support arts and culture in our communities, to bring social,
economic and cultural benefits.

O Option 1 Provide no additional funding for the Arts and Culture

Strategy implementation.
9-0-Option 2 Provide additional funding to enable partial

implementation of identified key actions of the strategy
O Option 3 Provide additional funding to enable full implementation

of identified key actions of the strategy, and increased

support for arts and culture in the Western Bay District

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option enables Creative Bay of Plenty and The Incubator to carry out key actions from the Arts
and Culture Strategy, while also recognising there are otner organisations in the Western Bay that Council already supports to deliver
arts and culture projects and events. Council also makes one-off funding contributions to arts and culture projects and events through
its Community Matching Fund.

4. Proposal to change our debt management approach (See page 34)
The current indications are that population growth, and
therefore our revenue from financial contributions, will

continue to be strong. We think we can now reduce the
amount of the contribution we're taking from rates to
fund interest and debt repayments.

However, we also know that growth is volatile and difficult
to predict as there are many factors that influence our
rate of growth. An option to manage this is to reduce the
amount of the contribution for year one (2018/19) of the
LTP only, and maintain the $2,5 million contribution for
the following years two to 10.

0 Option 1 Continue with current approach of contributing $2.5

million a year from rates to interest and debt repayments
@Option 2 Change the debt management approach to contribute

$1 million of rates to interest and debt repayments for

year one (2018/19) of the LTP only, AND continue with
the current approach of contributing $2.5 million a year

from rates to interest and debt repayments from year
two onwards.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - to contribute $1 million from rates to interest and debt repayments, for year one of the LTR
maintaining the contribution at $2.5 million for years two to la We think this is a financially prudent approach, as we can review
the amount of the contribution annually and revise it if we need to depending on our rate of growth.

Please provide any detailed comments, with the appropriate question number, below. You can attach extra pages if needed.
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Please take some time to answer these quick demographic questions
Are you? O Male O Female O Gender Diverse O Prefer not to say

What age group do you belong to? 0 <15 015-24 0 25-34 035-44 0 45-54 0 55-64 0 65-74 0 75+ O Prefer not to say
Which of the following best describes your ethnicity (Choose all that apply)? O NZ European O Miori O Samoan O Tongan
O Chinese O Indian O Prefer not to say O Other - please specify

Whichpart ofthe Western Bay do you live in e.g. Maketu, Katikati?

.*' ' 4
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Wave your say on the future of your District

Western Bay of Plenty District Council
Long Term Plan 2018-2028

FEEDBACK FORM

We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you think about our draft Long Term Plan.
Once you've submitted your feedback we will let you know we've received it.

Visit www.havyoursay.westernbay.govt.nz to make a submission onHne. 7-- «-¥7& --Emrt-

»9 ' Otherwise fill out this feedback form and drop it off at one of our offices.

Please note: All the information you provide in your feedback form (including personal details) will become public documents.

All written feedback must be received by 4pm Friday, 4 May 2018
For photocopying purposes, please write clearly using a black pen.

Name:.Mr/Mrs/Ms-9-Miss -?3 82R G>t 6 4€44 .
Fij-st rlania burname

Organisation (if applicable):

Postal address: 64(0 0-. .,3 H. 2 , 8-311 -

Home phone: 0 7 1--S 2 02 73-1 Mobile:

Email: 4 p vvel \0 Lk 6 lp i) c ik.6..l . C erv.
n

Signature: Date: 9- 9- 00/E

1. Proposals for walking and cycling (See page 13)
We want to continue with the good work that's been
achieved so far. We're proposing to increase the funding
provided year on year to build walkways and cycleways,
so that more can be delivered, faster. This will support the

development of the District-wide network.

Option 1 Continue with current programme

Option 2 Increase funding to do more faster

Our preferred option is Option 2 - Increasing funding -RECEIVED I
to do more, faster. This will enable us to complete 1 1 APR 2018more of the network over the next 10 years.

Vveuruc
KATI KATI

2. Proposal for funding the Western Bay Museum (See page 21)
The museum has requested a further grant of $70,000 Option 1 Provide no support
a year for the next three years. The grant will be used Option 2 Support through District-wide rates
specifically for the role of the museum curator, and for the O Option 3 Support through mixed targeted and District-wide rates
storage costs for the collection.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option
ensures the museum will continue to operate and
ensures our heritage collection is protected.

Privacy Act 7993: This form and the details of your submission will be publicly available as part of the decision-making process.

Submission 00752
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3. Proposal for funding arts and culture (See page 22)

Council has recently adopted a sub-regional Arts and

Culture Strategy. This provides a framework to grow and
support arts and culture in our communities, to bring social,
economic and cultural benefits.

O Option 1 Provide no additional funding for the Arts and Culture

Strategy implementation.
(*" Option 2 Provide additional funding to enable partial

implementation of identified key actions of the strategy

O Option 3 Provide additional funding to enable full implementation

of identified key actions of the strategy, and increased

support for arts and culture in the Western Bay District

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option enables Creative Bay of Plenty and The Incubator to carry out key actions from the Arts
and Culture Strategy, while also recognising there are other organisations in the Western Bay that Council already supports to deliver
arts and culture projects and events. Council also makes one-off funding contributions to arts and culture projects and events through
its Community Matching Fund.

4. Proposal to change our debt management approach (See page 34)

The current indications are that population growth, and
therefore our revenue from financial contributions, will

continue to be strong. We think we can now reduce the
amount of the contribution we're taking from rates to

fund interest and debt repayments.

However, we also know that growth is volatile and difficult
to predict as there are many factors that influence our
rate of growth. An option to manage this is to reduce the
amount of the contribution for year one (2018/19) of the

LTP only, and maintain the $2.5 million contribution for
the following years two to 10.

0 Option 1 Continue with current approach of contributing $2.5

million a year from rates to interest and debt repayments

O Option 2 Change the debt management approach to contribute

$1 million of rates to interest and debt repayments for

year one (2018/19) of the LTP only, AND continue with

the current approach of contributing $2.5 million a year

from rates to interest and debt repayments from year
two onwards.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - to contribute $1 million from rates to interest and debt repayments, for year one of the LTP,
maintaining the contribution at $2.5 million for years two to la We think this is a financially prudent approach, as we can review
the amount of the contribution annually and revise it if we need to depending on our rate of growth.

Please provide any detailed comments, with the appropriate question number, below. You can attach extra pages if needed.
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Please take some time to answer these quick demographic questions
Are you? O Male Female O Gender Diverse O Prefer not to say
What age group do you belong to? 0 <15 015-24 0 25-34 035-44 045-54 0 55-64 0 65-74 05+ 0 Prefer not to say
Which of the following best describes your ethnicity (Choose all that apply)? (2*IZ European O Maori O Samoan O Tongan
O Chinese O Indian O Prefer not to say O Other - please specify

Which part of the Western Bay do you live in e.g. Maketu, Katikati? f C fU 8 ti€ TE
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i  FEEDBACK FORM

t

We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you think about our draft Long Term Plan
Once you've submitted your feedback we will let you know we've received it.

Visit www.havegoursay.westernbay.govt.nz to make a submission online.

Otherwise fill out this feedback form and drop it oH at one of our offices.

Please note: All the information you provide in your feedback form (including personal details) will become public documents

All written feedback must be received by 4pm Friday, 4 May 2018
For photocopying purposes, please write clearly using a black pen.

r Tb t' t Gv--NameGr Mrs / Ms / Miss \DA 9-i
U First nLne Surname

Organisation (if applicable):

Postal address: 1-7 9 6 11·U,- f--11 E.D. C & t-[-0--ur CLI,3.-21 9(7 6
Home phone: 0 -7 97 01¢341 Mobile: 0 2-1 4 7 (99 2-5, Y

Email: 9. j 3 44 9 j >i,ail . C e.....
Signature: 9.1 „ DAL Date: CK

4

1. Proposals for walking and cycling (See page 13)

We want to continue with the good work that's been

achieved so far. We're proposing to increase the funding
provided year on year to build walkways and cycleways,
so that more can be delivered, faster. This will support the

development of the District-wide network.

Option 1 Continue with current programme

Option 2 Increase funding to do more faster

12,

Our preferred option is Option 2 - Increasing funding
to do more, faster. This will enable us to complete
more of the network over the next 10 years.

2. Proposal for funding the Western Bay Museum (Seepage 21)

The museum has requested a further grant of $70,000 O Option 1 Provide no support
a year for the next three years. The grant will be used O Option 2 Support through District-wide rates
specifically for the role of the museum curator, and for the O Option 3 Support through mixed targeted and District-wide rates
storage costs for the collection.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option
ensures the museum will continue to operate and
ensures our heritage collection is protected.

Privacy Act 1993: This form and the details of your submission will be publicly available as part of the decision-making process,

IMIT'"flI.I.1-I'.-I....-I' #/'I..
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3. Proposal for funding arts and culture (See page 22)

Council has recently adopted a sub-regional Arts and

Culture Strategy. This provides a framework to grow and
support arts and culture in our communities, to bring social,
economic and cultural benefits.

O Option l Provide no additional funding for the Arts and Culture

Strategy implementation.
0 Option 2 Provide additional funding to enable partial

implementation of identified key actions of the strategy
0 Option 3 Provide additional funding to enable full implementation

of identified key actions of the strategy, and increased

support for arts and culture in the Western Bay District

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option enables Creative Bay of Plenty and The Incubator to carry out key actions from the Arts
and Culture Strategy, while also recognising there are other organisations in the Western Bay that Council already supports to deliver
arts and culture projects and events. Council also makes one-off funding contributions to arts and culture projects and events through
its Community Matching Fund.

4. Proposal to change our debt management approach (See page 34)
The current indications are that population growth, and
therefore our revenue from findricial contributions, will

continue to be strong. We think we can now reduce the
amount of the contribution we're taking from rates to
fund interest and debt repayments.

However, we also know that growth is volatile and difficult
to predict as there are many factors that influence our
rate of growth. An option to manage this is to reduce the
amount of the contribution for year one (2018/19) of the
LTP only, and maintain the $2.5 million contribution for
the following years two to 10.

I Option 1 Continue with current approach of contributing $2.5

million a year from rates to interest and debt repayments

0 Option 2 Change the debt management approach to contribute

$1 million of rates to interest and debt repayments for

year one (2018/19) of the LTP only, AND continue with

the current approach of contributing $2.5 million a year

from rates to interest and debt repayments from year
two onwards.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - to contribute $1 million from rates to interest and debt repayments, for year one of the LTR
maintaining the contribution at $2.5 million for years two to la We think this is a financially prudent approach, as we can review
the amount of the contribution annually and revise it if we need to depending on our rate of growth.

Please provide any detailed comments, with the appropriate question number, below. You can attach extra pages if needed.
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Are you? * Male O Female O Gender Diverse O Prefer not to say 4_620 ·tk*-REELy 9 14-7(1171. --ReAL.
What age group do you belong to? 0 <15 015-24 0 25-34 0 35-44 0 45-54 0 55-64 2 65-74 0 75 0 efer not to say
Which of the following best describes your ethnicity (Choose all that apply)? G NZ European O MAori O Samoan O Tongan 1992
O Chinese O Indian O Prefer not to say O Other - please specify

Which part of the Western Bay do you live in e.g. Maketu, Katikati? Ft <  cle.... . 4 1 8
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FEEDBACK FORM

We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you think about our draft Long Term Plan.
Once you've submitted your feedback we will let you know we've received it. :.I
Visit www.haveyoursay.westernbay.govt.nz to make a submission online.

Otherwise fill out this feedback form and drop it off at one of our offices.

Please note: All the information you provide in your feedback form (including personal details) will become public documents.

All written feedback must be received by 4pm Friday, 4 May 2018
For photocopying purposes, please write clearly using a black pen.

Name:·Mr/ Mrs/-Ms·+Miss,- 12-_13 clz>el -1--OIC_ks©vl
A,·sl nar)ie Surname

Organisation (if applicable):

Postal address: 9 B C.€.al €i.41 ·- Rect
Home phone: 07 - .5-4. 9 443 Mobile: 07 1 2 / 7 -7 2 03

Email:

Signature: U Date

1. Proposals for walking and cycling (See page 13)
We want to continue with the good work that's been
achieved so far. We're proposing to increase the funding
provided year on year to build walkways and cycleways,
so that more can be delivered, faster. This will support the
development of the District-wide network.

0 Option 1 Continue with current programme
€7 Option 2 Increase funding to do more faster

Our preferred option is Option 2 - Increasing funding
to do more, faster. This will enable us to complete
more of the network over the next 10 years.

RECEIVED

1 1 APR 2018
VvE,OPUCD
KATI KATI

2. Proposal for funding the Western Bay Museum (See page 21)
The museum has requested a further grant of $70,000 0 Option 1 Provide no support

a year for the next three years. The grant will be used *' Option 2 Support through District-wide rates
specifically for the role of the museum curator, and for the O Option 3 Support through mixed targeted and District-wide rates
storage costs for the collection.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option
ensures the museum will continue to operate and
ensures our heritage collection is protected.

Privacy Act 1993: This form and the details ofyour submission will be publicly available as part of the decision-making process.

20/ €
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3. Proposal for funding arts and culture (See page 22)

Council has recently adopted a sub-regional Arts and
Culture Strategy. This provides a framework to grow and
support arts and culture in our communities, to bring social,
economic and cultural benefits.

O Option 1 Provide no additional funding for the Arts and Culture

Strategy implementation.
(9 Option 2 Provide additional funding to enable partial

implementation of identified key actions of the strategy

Option 3 Provide additional funding to enable full implementation

of identified key actions of the strategy, and increased

support for arts and culture in the Western Bay District

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option enables Creative Bay of Plenty and The Incubator to carry out key actions from the Arts
and Culture Strategy, while also recognising there are other organisations in the Western Bay that Council already supports to deliver
arts and culture projects and events. Council also makes one-off funding contributions to arts and culture projects and events through
its Community Matching Fund.

4. Proposal to change our debt management approach (See page 34)
The current indications are that population growth, and
therefore our revenue from financial contributions, will

continue to be strong. We think we can now reduce the
amount of the contribution we're taking from rates to
fund interest and debt repayments.

Nowever, we also know that growth is volatile and difficult

to predict as there are many factors that infiuence our
rate of growth. An option to manage this is to reduce the
amount of the contribution for year one (2018/19) of the
LTP only, and maintain the $2.5 million contribution for

the following years two to 10.

Option 1 Continue with current approach of contributing $2.5

million a year from rates to interest and debt repayments

Option 2 Change the debt management approach to contribute

$1 million of rates to interest and debt repayments for

year one (2018/19) of the LTP only, AND continue with

the current approach of contributing $2.5 million a year

from rates to interest and debt repayments from year

two onwards.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - to contribute $1 million from rates to interest and debt repayments, for year one of the LTP
maintaining the contribution at $2.5 million for years two to la We think this is a financially prudent approach, as we can review
the amount of the contribution annually and revise it if we need to depending on our rate of growth.

Please provide any detailed comments, with the appropriate question number, below. You can attach extra pages if needed.
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Please take somp time to answer these quick demographic questions
Are you? O Male (*Female O Gender Diverse O Prefer not to say
What age group do you belong to? 0 <15 015-24 025-34 035-44 045-54 055-64 065-74 975+ 0 Prefer not to say

Which of the following best describes your ethnicity (Choose all that apply)? 3 NZ European O Maori O Samoan O Tongan
O Chinese O Indian O Prefer not to say O Other - please specify

Which part of the Western Bay do you live in e.g. Maketu, Katikati? \J -4-, 1 1 -1--
ruaLLO
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FEEDBACK FORM

9 We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you think about our draft Long Term Plan.
Once you've submitted your feedback we will let you know we've received it.

* Visit www.haveyoursay.westernbay.govt.nz to make a submission online.

Otherwise fill out this feedback form and drop it off at one of our offices.

Please note: All the information you provide in your feedback form (including personal details) will become public documentst

All written feedback must be received by 4pm Friday, 4 May 2018
For photocopying purposes, please write clearly using a black pen.

-blame: Mr/Mrs/.Ms/-Miss Til=p.-1UOY'/h . 1.\\le ir-3,--- EL o E (29
First name: Surname

Organisation (if applicable): L/e,l L.--2-n--1 <=> e'c l.;L_5 >cu-/ CU'l t.,6 1€_.La Ax
Postal address: 51 A .4 q \4-24 410-el 14 «4 & Id- ca + 4
Home-phurie: Mobile: 0317 ==49 0 3 8%

Email:

16tSignature: 33 ,(--3 Date: (O- 4 - C r
c--3

1. Proposals for walking and cycling (See page 13)

We want to continue with the good work that's been
achieved so far. We're proposing to increase the funding

provided year on year to build walkways and cycleways,
so that more can be delivered, faster. This will support the
development of the District-wide network.

Option 1 Continue with current programme

Option 2 Increase funding to do more faster

1-liFEFiVFD
Our preferred option is Option 2 - Increasing funding
to do more, faster. This will enable us to complete
more of the network over the next 10 years.

1 1 APR 2018
VVE=juruC
iMATIKAIL_

2. Proposal for funding the Western Bay Museum (See page 21)

The museum has requested a further grant of $70,000 O Option 1 Provide no support
a year for the next three years. The grant will be used (9 Option 2 Support through District-wide rates
specifically for the role of the museum curator, and for the O Option 3 Support through mixed targeted and District-wide rates
storage costs for the collection.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option
ensures the museum will continue to operate and

ensures our heritage collection is protected.

nill/ili 1'lil,10/ iqlll1 /.ll/il 'bil//i

Privacy Act 7993: This form anal the details of your submission will be publicly available as part of the decision-making process.
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3. Proposal for funding arts and culture (See page 22)

Council has recently adopted a sub-regional Arts and
Culture Strategy. This provides a framework to grow and
support arts and culture in our communities, to bring social,
economic and cultural benefits.

O Option 1 Provide no additional funding for the Arts and Culture

Strategy implementation.

O Option 2 Provide additional funding to enable partial

implementation of identified key actions of the strategy
-Option 3 Provide additional funding to enable full implementation

of identified key actions of the strategy, and increased

support for arts and culture in the Western Bay District

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option enables Creative Bay of Plenty and The Incubator to carry out key actions from the Arts
and Culture Strategy, while also recognising there are other organisations in the Western Bay that Council already supports to deliver

arts and culture projects and events. Council also makes one-off funding contributions to arts and culture projects and events through
its Community Matching Fund.

4. Proposal to change our debt management approach (See page 34)

The current indications are that population growth, and
therefore our revenue from financial contributions, will

continue to be strong. We think we can now reduce the
amount of the contribution we're taking from rates to

fund interest and debt repayments.

However, we also know that growth is volatile and difficult
to predict as there are many factors that influence our
rate of growth. An option to manage this is to reduce the
amount of the contribution for year one (2018/19) of the
LTP only, and maintain the $2.5 million contribution for
the following years two to 10.

€f Option 1 Continue with current approach of contributing $2.5
million a year from rates to interest and debt repayments

0 Option 2 Change the debt management approach to contribute

$1 million of rates to interest and debt repayments for

year one (2018/19) of the LTP only, AND continue with

the current approach of contributing $2.5 million a year

from rates to interest and debt repayments from year

two onwards.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - to contribute $1 million from rates to interest and debt repayments, for year one of the LTP,

maintaining the contribution at $2.5 million for years two to la We think this is a financially prudent approach, as we can review
the amount of the contribution annually and revise it if we need to depending on our rate of growth.

Please provide any detailed comments, with the appropriate question number, below. You can attach extra pages if needed.
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Please take some time to answer these quick demographic questions
Are you? O Male €f Female O Gender Diverse O Prefer not to say
What age group do you belong to? 0 <15 015-24 0 25-34 035-44 045-54 055-64 0 65-74 (24+ o Prefer not to say
Which of thefollowing best describes your ethnicity (Choose all that apply)?\0NZEuropean O Maori O Samoan O Tongan
O Chinese O Indian O Prefer not to say O Other - please specify

Which part of the Western Bay do you live in e.g. Maketu, Katikati? K.«1-- i (< czf,

f

Submission 010

To view additional verbal comments please click here.
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FEEDBACK FORM

We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you think about our draft Long Term Plan.
Once you've submitted your feedback we will let you know we've received it.

Visit www.haveyoursay.westernbay.govt.nz to make a submission online.

Otherwise fill out this feedback form and drop it off at one of our offices.

Please note: All the information you provide in your feedback form (including personal details) will become public documents

All written feedback must be received by 4pm Friday, 4 May 2018
For photocopying purposes, please write clearly using a black pen.

Name.Mr / Mrs / Ms-/ tdiss·-- 43 4 El < - -1 b e-,4
First name Surname J

Organisation (if applicable):

Postal address: -*C ble».-4/ 4- KID +01 '9 IL+, 4<r.+*,

Home phone: 0 -7 69 2 04 £ 01 Mobile: 0 0 716 1 46 -7 f

E mail: 7'(1 c„L ,2 A., 16 e o 14 C) (4 - A :L Co ' VA
Signature: Date: 1 1 + 201 1

1. Proposals for walking and cycling (See page 13)
We want to continue with the good work that's been
achieved so far. We're proposing to increase the funding
provided year on year to build walkways and cycleways,
so that more can be delivered, faster. This will support the
development of the District-wide network.

Option 1 Continue with current programme

Option 2 Increase funding to do more faster

Our preferred option is Option 2 - Increasing funding
to do more, faster. This will enable us to complete
more of the network over the next 10 years.

RFCFIVED

1 1 APR ?819

WBOPDC
KATI KATI

2. Proposal for funding the Western Bay Museum (See page 21)
The museum has requested a further grant of $70,000 O Option 1 Provide no support
a year for the next three years. The grant will be used 20"' Option 2 Support through District-wide rates
specifically for the role of the museum curator, and for the 0 Option 3 Support through mixed targeted and District-wide rates
storage costs for the collection.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option
ensures the museum will continue to operate and
ensures our heritage collection is protected.

ILPIollitlltillil.LogilliI7Maltiolllilil 41#-1

Privacy Act 1993: This form and the details ofyour submission will be publicly available as part of the decision-making process.

Submission 01160
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3. Proposal for funding arts and culture (See page 22)

Council has recently adopted a sub-regional Arts and
Culture Strategy. This provides a framework to grow and
support arts and culture in our communities, to bring social,
economic and cultural benefits.

O Option 1 Provide no additional funding for the Arts and Culture

Strategy implementation.

0- Option 2 Provide additional funding to enable partial
implementation of identified key actions of the strategy

O Option 3 Provide additional funding to enable full implementation

of identified key actions of the strategy, and increased

support for arts and culture in the Western Bay District

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option enables Creative Bay of Plenty and The Incubator to carry out key actions from the Arts
and Culture Strategy, while also recognising there are other organisations in the Western Bay that Council already supports to deliver
arts and culture projects and events. Council also makes one-off funding contributions to arts and culture projects and events through

its Community Matching Fund.

4. Proposal to change our debt management approach (See page 34)

The current indications are that population growth, and
therefore our revenue from financial contributions, will

continue to be strong. We think we can now reduce the

amount of the contribution we're taking from rates to
fund interest and debt repayments.

However, we also know that growth is volatile and difficult
to predict as there are many factors that influence our
rate of growth. An option to manage this is to reduce the
amount of the contribution for year one (2018/19) of the
LTP only, and maintain the $2.5 million contribution for

the following years two to 10.

Option 1 Continue with current approach of contributing $2.5

/ million a year from rates to interest and debt repayments

Option 2 Change the debt management approach to contribute

$1 million of rates to interest and debt repayments for

year one (2018/19) of the LTP only, AND continue with

the current approach of contributing $2.5 million a year

from rates to interest and debt repayments from year
two onwards.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - to contribute $1 million from rates to interest and debt repayments, for year one of the LTR
maintaining the contribution at $2.5 million for years two to 10. We think this is a financially prudent approach, as we can review
the amount of the contribution annually and revise it if we need to depending on our rate of growth.

Please provide any detailed comments, with the appropriate question number, below. You can attach extra pages if needed.
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Please take sometime to answer these quick demographic questions
Are you? O Male (/Female O Gender Diverse O Prefer not to say
What age group do you belong to? 0 <15 015-24 0 25-34 0 35-44 0 45-54 0 55-64 5-74 0 75+ 0 Prefer not to say
Which of the following best describes your ethnicitg (Choose all that apply)? 00'NZ European O Maori O Samoan O Tongan
OChinese O Indian O Prefer not to say O Other - please specify

Which part of the Western Bay do you live in e.g. Maketu, Katikati? 1<G f' 1< AL i

Submission 01161
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FEEDBACK FORM

We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you think about our draft Long Term Plan.
Once you've submitted your feedback we will let you know we've received it.

alt:

0 · .                                                                                                                                                 . 44#4'91·.--·-
.. , i .*</.' I» isit www.havegoursay.westernbly.govt.nz to make a submission online.

Otherwise fill out this feedback form and drop it off at one of our offices.

Please note: All the information you provide in your feedback form (including personal details) will become public documents.

All written feedback must be received by 4pm Friday, 4 May 2018
For photocopying purposes, please write clearly using a black pen.

Name: Mr / Mrs / 14&+Miss f=*111 g A 61 An .-1 0 1_t<>61h
61)·st name Surname

Organisation (if applicable): d A

Postal address: 4 2 Aol -2.4463*62/ PEA R.-IDL (-- k.ls:=r* K.=,rl-, -3%{ r 1
Home phone: C>-7 5.5 5. .3 CE> El Mobile: 53 41

Email: 05* rp rl, C.·63? <S.R. O-*rl ,>q I <I-c>: rm D-
Signature: _ 'L-·12 1- ,/ Date: 11 -- I-·I * - I K

1. Proposals for walking and cycling (See page 13)

We want to continue with the good work that's been
achieved so far. We're proposing to increase the funding

provided year on year to build walkways and cycleways,
so that more can be delivered, faster. This will support the
development of the District-wide network.

0 ptien 1 Continue with current programme

(9 Option 2 Increase funding to do more faster

Rhi;EIVED

Our preferred option is Option 2 -Increasing funding
to do more, faster. This will enable us to complete
more of the network over the next 10 years.

1 6 APR 2018

WEr-"-ERN BOP
DIS1 r.id; E COUNCIL.

2. Proposal for funding the Western Bay Museum (See page 21)
The museum has requested a further grant of $70,000 O Option 1 Provide no support
a year for the next three years. The grant will be used (DOption 2 Support through District-wide rates
specifically for the role of the museum curator, and for the C Option 3 Support through mixed targeted and District-wide rates
storage costs for the collection.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option
ensures the museum will continue to operate and
ensures our heritage collection is protected.

I.,)/'-Il,I,-, I,/Il'.&.I,-,,-ii/.1,17.,0/.il......................................................V

Privacy Act 7993: This form and the details ofyour submission will be publicly available as part of the decision-making process.

Submission 012
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3. Proposal for funding arts and culture (See page 22)
Council has recently adopted a sub-regional Arts and
Culture Strategy. This provides a framework to grow and
support arts and culture in our communities, to bring social,
economic and cultural benefits.

O Option 1 Provide no additional funding for the Arts and Culture

Strategy implementation.
(2' Option 2 Provide additional funding to enable partial

implementation of identified key actions of the strategy

0 Option 3 Provide additional funding to enable full implementation

of identified key actions of the strategy, and increased

support for arts and culture in the Western Bay District

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option enables Creative Bay of Plenty and The Incubator to carry out key actions from the Arts
and Culture Strategy, while also recognising there are other organisations in the Western Bay that Council already supports to deliver
arts and culture projects and events. Council also makes one-off funding contributions to arts and culture projects and events through
its Community Matching Fund.

4. Proposal to change our debt management approach (See page 34)
The current indications are that population growth, and
therefore our revenue from financial contributions, will

continue to be strong. We think we can now reduce the
amount of the contribution we're taking from rates to
fund interest and debt repayments.

However, we also know that growth is volatile and difficult
to predict as there are many factors that influence our
rate of growth. An option to manage this is to reduce the
amount of the contribution for year one (2018/19) of the
LTP only, and maintain the $2.5 million contribution for

the following years two to 10.

0 Option 1 Continue with current approach of contributing $2.5

million a year from rates to interest and debt repayments

(D/Option 2 Change the debt management approach to contribute
$1 million of rates to interest and debt repayments for

year one (2018/19) of the LTP only, AND continue with

the current approach of contributing $2.5 million a year

from rates to interest and debt repayments from year

two onwards.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - to contribute $1 million from rates to interest and debt repayments, for year one of the LTR
maintaining the contribution at $2,5 million for years two to la We think this is a financially prudent approach, as we can review
the amount of the contribution annually and revise it if we need to depending on our rate of growth.

Please provide any detailed comments, with the appropriate question number, below. You can attach extra pages if needed.

Please take some time to answer these quick demographic questions
Are you? O Male (Dfemale O Gender Diverse O Prefer not to say

What age group do you belong to? 0 <15 015-24 0 25-34 035-44 0 45-54 055-64 (9474 0 75+ O Prefer not to say
Which of the following best describes your ethnicity (Choose all that apply)? *1Z European O Maori O Samoan O Tongan
O Chinese O Indian O Prefer not to say O Other - please specify

Which part of the Western Bay do you live in e.g. Maketu, Katikati? 1<L-,sprk \,c:_,:a···h ·
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From: Chris & Annette Mitchell <glenelg18@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, 9 April 2018 9:07 PM
To: Customer Service
Subject: Recycling in Waihi.

Thank you for providing a platform for feedback on this issue.  
As new owners of a Waihi Beach holiday home, we are most concerned at the difficulty we have with 
recycling.  
We tried to take our recyclable goods to the Athenree centre but it was closed over Easter weekend and 
Tuesday and we are finding that we are unable to recycle as much as we like and are currently able to at our 
home.  
We would most definitely support a council run rubbish disposal and would be willing to pay for a more 
efficient service than the myriad of things people are required to do at preeent.  

Yours sincerely  
Annette Mitchell.  
Sent from my Samsung device 

Submission 01364
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Western Bay of Plenty District Council
Long Term Plan 2018-2028

E-FEEDBACKFORM

We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you think about our draft Long Term Plan.

Once you've submitted your feedback we will let you know we've received it. ----
Visit www.haveyoursay.westernbay.govt.nz to make a submission online.

Otherwise fill out this feedback form and drop it off at one of our offices.

Please note: All the information you provide in your feedback form (including personal details) will become public documents.

All written feedback must be received by 4pm Friday, 4 May 2018
For photocopying purposes, please write clearly using a black pen-

Name: Mr Ms/Miss •/ ri. r/ f(FOS- .im t-'U, r C tlct 6
Organisation (if applicable):

Postal address: 15-0 Aeylci-Ac,C i.64./ l.£ Jkal,<21£Fievf€-i.vic,- 1c·i-- /4. /3,.-7)

Home phone(0 7) 3/4/-2 6'4- 9 9- Mobile: -

Email: - -

Signature:,55.-7.311 (1 p KZ>k.<se Date: (6 / 4- / , Le

1. Proposals for walking and cycling (See page 13)
We want to continue with the good work that's been
achieved so far. We're proposing to increase the funding
provided year on year to build walkways and cycleways,

so that more can be delivered, faster. This will support the

development of the District-wide network.

 Option 1 Continue with current programme
Option 2 Increase funding to do more faster

Our preferred option is Option 2 - Increasing funding
to do more, faster. This will enable us to complete
more of the network over the next 10 years.

1 - RECEIVED I
1 6 APR 2018

V,·our-OC
KATI KgTI

2. Proposal for fonding the Western Bay Museum (See page 21)
The museum has requested a further grant of $70,000 4 Option 1 Provide no support
a year for the nexl three years. The grant will be used O Option 2 Support through District-wide rates
specifically for the role of the museum curator, and for the O Option 3 Support through mixed targeted and District-wide rates
storage costs for the collection.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option

ensures the museum will continue to operate and

ensures our heritage collection is protected.

Privacy Act 7993: This form and the details of your submission will be publicly available as part of the decision-making process,
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3. Proposal for funding arts and culture (See page 22)

Council has recently adopted a sub-regional Arts and
Culture Strategy. This provides a framework to grow and
support arts and culture in our communities, to bring social,
economic and cultural benefits.

O Option 1 Provide no additional funding for the Arts and Culture

Strategy implementation.
t Option 2 Provide additional funding to enable partial

implementation of identified key actions of the strategy
0 Option 3 Provide additional funclingto enable full implementation

of identified key actions of the strategy. and increased

support for arts and culture in the Western Bay District

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option enables Creative Bay of Plenty and The Incubator to carry out key actions from the Arts
and Culture Strategy, while also recognising there are other organisations in the Western Bay that Council already supports to deliver
arts and culture projects and events. Council also makes one-off funding contributions to arts and culture projects and events through
its Community Matching Fund,

4. Proposal to change our debt management approach (See page 34)
The current indications are that population growth, and
therefore our revenue from financial contributions, will

continue to be strong. We think we can now reduce the
amount of the contribution we're taking from rates to
fund interest and debt repayments.

However, we also know that growth is volatile and difficult
to predict as there are many factors that influence our
rate of growth. An option to manage this is to reduce the
amount of the contribution for year one (2018/19) of the
LTP only, and maintain the $2.5 million contribution for
the following years two to 10.

Option 1 Continue with current approach of contributing $2.5

million a year from rates to interest and debt repayments

Option 2 Change the debt management approach to contribute

$1 million of rates to interest and debt repayments for

year one (2018/19) of the LTP only, AND continue with

the current approach of contributing $2.5 million a year

from rates to interest and debt repayments from year

two onwards.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - to contribute $1 million from rates to interest and debt repayments, for
maintaining the contribution at $2.5 million for years two to 10, We think this is a financially prudent approac
the amount of the contribution annually and revise it if we need to depending on our rate of growth.

>f the LTR

3n review

Please provide any detailed comments, with the appropriate question number, below. You can attach extra pages if needed.

Floan .1 01 C)1(. 9 41 09 43 /'F- 4- t./4 /.\ V ES VA «91-
b e 9 2,1-63 .1 00 + 0 94' tie v tr) O <=-1-02 7 /7 01 t--6 =«

-rka A 0,11 9ec.ul; c «f-e q. - e.u· Lecz>d< Ock 6-;
1-1 u q e U .an " 0 -2 .in c') V -t-a f g e te ct,

Please take some time to answer these quick demographic questions
Are you? O Male Remale O Gender Diverse O Prefer not to say

What age group do you belong to? 0 <15 015-24 0 25-34 0 35-44 0 45-54 0 55-64 ' 65-74 0 75+ 0 Prefer not to say
Whichofthe following best describes yourethnicity (Choose all that apply)? NZEuropean O MAori O Samoan O Tongan
O Chinese O Indian O Prefer not to say O Other - please specify

Which part of the Western Bay do you live in e,g Maketu, Katikati? v'J k al<kl i, 4 n %01- MA CL

....
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FEEDBACKTORM

We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you think about our draft Long Term Plan.

Once you've submitted your feedback we will let you know we've received it.

Visit www.haveyoursay.westernbay.govt.nz to make a submission online.

Otherwise fill out this feedback form and drop it off at one of our offices.

Please note: All the information you provide in your feedback form (including personal details) will become public documents

All written feedback must be received by Apm Friday, 4 May 2018
For photocopying purposes. please write clear/y using a black pen.

Name: Mr / Mrs / Ms / Miss OdE-,1- 63,- .
Organi,86;Rif applicable):

Postal address: 9 14 4-*_-0 4,0.'J. 91*
Home phone: 0* 611 41 icl<,2/0 Mobile:

..6.-414

Signature: ,;t.*....0--- - Date: 2% /3/20(2
1 1

1. Proposals for walking and cycling (See page 13)
We want to continue with the good work that's been

achieved so far. We're proposing to increase the funding
provided year on year to build walkways and cycleways,

so that more can be delivered, faster. This will support the
development of the District-wide network.

Option 1 Continue with current programme

Option 2 Increase funding to do more faster

[RECEiVED]
Our preferred option is Option 2 - Increasing funding
to do more, faster. This will enable us to complete

more of the network over the next 10 years.

1 7 APR 2018

 WESTERN BOP 
L.DISTELCLEQUNCILI

2. Proposal for funding the Western Bay Museum (See page 21)
The museum has requested a further grant of $70,000  Option 1 Provide no support
a year for the next three years. The grant will be used O Option 2 Support through District-wide rates
specifically for the role of the museum curator, and for the O Option 3 Support through mixed targeted and District-wide rates
storage costs for the collection.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option
ensures the museum will continue to operate and
etisures our heritage collection is protected.

Privacy Act 7993: This form and the details of your submission willbe pubhcly available as part of the decision-making process.
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X
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3. Proposal for funding arts and culture (See page 22)

Council has recently adopted a .sub-regional Arts and
Culture Strategy. This provides a framework to grow and

support arts and culture in our communities, to bring social,
economic and cultural benefits.

O Option 1 Provide no additional funding for the Arts and Culture

Strategy implementation.

* Option 2 Provide additional funding to enable partial
implementation of identified key actions of the strategy

0 Option 3 Provide additional funding to enable full implementation

of identified key actions of the strategy, and increased

support for arts and culture in the Western Bay District

Our preferred option is Option 2 - This option enables Creative Bay of Plenty and The Incubator to carry out key actions from the Arts
and Culture Strategy, while also recognising there are other organisations in the Western Bay that Council already supports to deliver
arts and culture projects and events. Council also makes one-off funding contributions to arts and culture projects and events through
its Community Matching Fund.

4. Proposal to change our debt management approach (See page 34)
The current indications are that population growth, and
therefore our revenue from financial contributions, will

continue to be strong, We think we can now reduce the
amount of the contribution we're taking from rates to

fund interest and debt repayments.

However, we also know that growth is volatile and difficult
lo predict as there are many factor·s that influence our
rate of growth. An option to manage this is to reduce the
amount of the contribution for year one (2018/19) of the

LTP only, and maintain the $25 million contribution for

the following years two to 10.

(0 Option 1 Continue with current approach of contributing $2.5
million a year from rates to interest and debt repayments

0 Option 2 Change the debt management approach to contribute

$1 million of rates to interest and debt repayments for

year one (2018/19) of the LTP only, AND continue with

the current approach of contributing $2.5 million a year

from rates to interest and debt repayments from year
two onwards.

Our preferred option is Option 2 - to contribute $1 million from rates to interest and debt repayments, for year one of the LTR
maintaining the contribution at $2.5 million for years two to 10. We think this is a financially prudent approach, as we can review
the amount of the contribution annually and revise it if we need to depending on our rate of growth.

Please provide any detailed comments, with the appropriate question number, below. You can attach extra pages if needed.

Please take some time to answer these quick demographic questions
Are you? 9(Male O Female O Gender Diverse O Prefer not to say

What age group do you belong to?  <15 015-24  25-34 0 35-44 0 45-5, 0 55-64 0 65-74 @45+ O Prefer not to say
Which of the following best describes your ethnicity (Choose all that apply)? g NZEuropean O MAori O Samoan O Tongan
O Chinese O Indian O Prefer not to say O Other - please specify

Which part of the Western Bay do you live in e.g. Maketu. Katikati? <A-10-iRATI

:.X........ Submission 01568




